
Introductory call – Script (10-30 minutes) 
Purpose: Called call to introduce eBC Benefit to Suppliers (Partners) 
 
Sales Agent (Sarah): Hello Good afternoon, Mr. A, would this be a good time to speak to you? 
My Name is Sarah Adams and I’m calling from a company called eBen.work. Is it good time to 
talk to you now for few minutes? 
 
Mr. A: Sure, I have a few minutes. What is it about? 
 
Sales Agent (Sarah):  Great! The reason for calling is actually pretty simple. One of our 
customers recommended (name of the partner) to us.  
 
I Just would love to give you an understanding eBen.work, what we do and if we can 
collaborate for partnership.  
 
eBen.work is an end-to-end employee engagement solution we work with more than 11,000 
corporates across the UAE. The idea is very straightforward.  
 
Just how you have a software for payroll and leaves management, we are a software for 
employee engagement management, which includes several aspects, one of which is a full 
benefit center, which means let’s say Mr. A is an employee with Burjeel Hospital (his employer). 
He logs into Burjeel Hospital Benefits Centre to find a complete platform full of rewards and 
recognition module along with the benefit center.  
 
So, when Mr. A logs into Burjeel Hospital Benefits Centre he is able to simply get a corporate 
rate which is a flat discount for everything he might need like: 
Kids Education, schooling and universities 
Shopping  
Restaurants 
Dentists 
Gyms 
Hotels Attractions 
Kids activities 
even groceries  
And much more… 
 
For this reason, I’d love to bring (company name) on board. The idea is very simple and easy.  
 
We can list you on the benefits portal for our corporate employees. This will give your brand 
great exposure to the all the employees of our customers. You will be considered as one of the 
preferred providers for all our customers and their employees.  
 
We work with some of the best employers in the region – DHL, Alzahra Hospital and Schneider 
Electric just to name a few.  



 
To list on the platform, you will be giving a flat rate which will be applicable to all employees for 
a period of 1 year: let’s just say 15% off (for example) on (state examples depending on what 
product your potential provider has). Sarah (use your name as an example to be remembered) 
who is an employee at DHL will click it, claim it, she will receive an email which says “Thank you 
for your interest on the benefit. This is your one-time single use code for 15% off (company 
name). We will share a link of your website or of your sales mechanism since some brands 
prefer WA or website to do the transaction. Your website is included, I click on the link, it will 
take me to your website and have selected the product that I prefer, before checking out I 
apply my code and I take my corporate discount.  
 
So, the idea is very simple we drive traffic off the corporates to be able to drive the digital 
footprints to your website or the outlet itself. All transactions will happen on your website 
itself. We don’t step in the middle of any financial transaction.  
 
The other aspect is that considering that it is 11,000 and growing corporates we have a very 
simple model where we don’t charge on a per transaction or on a per click basis because we are 
not a commercial entity, we are an operational one. What we do have though is a one time on-
boarding fee for the entire year because that’s the aspect of the partner segment.  
 
So, unless you have any question, what I will be doing is send in a quick email to you (verify 
email address) with a lot of our collateral for you to go through including an access to a demo 
link.  
 
We work with (state big companies as example; jashanmal, carrefour, 6 stree, emaar 
entertainment and many more etc..) so take a look at it, take a full understanding of that and of 
course I would love to understand if the company has a budget or has any aspirations for a 
marketing plan to get on to benefits portal where we have access directly to the corporate in 
that aspect and I’m happy to place another call just to understand.  
 
I will however point out that we are trying to close a category which is for (mention the 
category of the partner) corporate gifting and this is something on my personal lane that’s why I 
took the recommendation of my colleague for (state the partner company name).  
 
So, if you can let us know maybe sometime next week if you’d be interested and would like to 
proceed or you would want to ask or clarify anything before moving forward please do let me 
know so we can take it to the next step accordingly.  
 
Are there any questions that you would like to ask me? 


